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Abstract: The Indian summer monsoon of the year 2004 was intriguing. All the three phases of the
monsoon, namely the onset phase, the established phase and the withdrawal phase were considerably
different from long-term averages. The most noteworthy feature of 2004 was the case of abnormally
low Indian monsoon rainfall. Here the authors present the evolution of some of the important circulation
features associated with the Indian summer monsoon and explore the various relationships between
anomalies by using two atmospheric general circulation models of different resolutions. The findings
of this paper with respect to this monsoon are related to: early onset, prolonged stagnation in the
advancement, the deficient mean July rainfall, the model prediction capability of the mid-latitude
westerly, the movement of a few synoptic systems, seasonal mean rainfall, the strength of the cross
equatorial flow, delay in the withdrawal phase and so on. The correlation coefficient between the
analysis and prediction of the models were computed separately. In India the period of October to
December is referred to as post-monsoon season. In total, the post-monsoon seasonal rainfall was
average in 2004. In this post-monsoon season the intense cyclogenesis over the Indian seas was
very much subdued. Another noteworthy feature is that no cyclone made landfall as all weakened over
the sea. Is the normal (scanty) northeast monsoon followed by normal (scanty) southwest monsoon
and/or vice versa? Part I discussed the importance of southwest and northeast monsoon season,
atmospheric models used throughout the study along with the onset of monsoon, mid-latitude westerly
at 500 hPa, cross-equatorial flow at 850 hPa, location and strength of the Tibetan high at 200 hPa, the
role and intensity of the Tibetan high during the summer monsoon. Part 2 discusses the location and
intensity of the mascarene high, the heat low, precipitation forecast, synoptic system forecast of the
summer monsoon followed by the few salient features of the post-monsoon season. Thus it concludes
the various aspects of the unusual summer monsoon of the year 2004. The onset occurred two weeks
ahead of the normal date; the early onset does not provide any clue to the seasonal rainfall amount.
The T80L18 can predict the mid-latitude westerlies well in advance. The trends in the analysis and the
forecasts of the 850 hPa flow are in phase. The mascarne high fluctuates during this season. The heat
low remains almost stationary during June and July. During the post-monsoon season the T106L40
can predict the location of the system, the total rainfall well in advance. The study does not find any
relationship between the rainfalls of the southwest and northeast monsoon.
Keywords: monsoon, onset phase, established phase, withdrawal phase, India, General Circulation
Model, post-monsoon, 2004.

Location and intensity of the Mascarene high
The Mascarene high at the sea level is a part of the subtropical high pressure area
covering the mid-latitude belt of the southern hemisphere. The location and intensity of this
high influences the location and intensity of the low-level cross equatorial flow and provides
indications about the activity of the monsoon over India.
The anticlockwise flow around the high cell in the southern hemisphere produces
southeasterlies in the equator’s side of the high that turns into a southwesterly over the
Arabian Sea after crossing the equator.
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The strength of the Mascarene high, measured by the highest mean sea level pressure
is expected to relate directly to the strength of the cross equatorial flow while its position
determines the location of crossing of the equator of air from the southern hemisphere.
The strength of the cross equatorial flow should actually be related to the pressure gradient
close to the high, but the peripheral pressure is taken to be almost constant and the highest
pressure is indicative of the pressure gradient itself.
Experiments with numerical models (Xue et al., 2003) have shown that with the
intensification of Mascerene high, the Somali Low-Level Westerly Jet (LLWJ) is significantly
enhanced together with the summer monsoon circulation in tropical Asia. In fact, the
strengthening of the Somali LLWJ is taken to be an indicator of enhanced rainfall over
the west coast of India. The LLWJ, however, is not only affected by the flux of air from the
southern hemisphere but also by the land-sea temperature contrast near the Somali coast.
Figure 8. Position of
the Mascarene high at
850 hPa over the box
(30°S-40°S, 50°E-90°E).

The
variations
in the intensity of the
T80L18’s
Mascarene
high during the monsoon
season of 2004 are drawn
in Figure 7 (inside rear
cover). Both in analysis
and the Day-1 model
forecasts
of
T80L18
intensity of the Mascarene high fluctuates within a range of 10 hPa between 1027 hPa and
1037 hPa. The variations in analyzed and forecast values are mostly in phase with a trend
correlation of magnitude 0.85 with confidence limit of 0.89 at a significance level of 1 %. The
scatter diagram of the location of the Mascarene high in the analyses and Day-1 forecasts
of T80L18 are drawn in Figure 8. In the Day-1 forecasts the Mascarene high is located more
frequently in the southerly latitude compared to its location in the analyses.
The location and strength of the heat low
The flow of the moist wind from the southern hemisphere into the north at lower
levels is considered to be an important component of the Asian summer monsoon. Its
strength is assumed to be an indicator of the activity of the monsoon over India. It can be
imagined that the cross equatorial flow over the north Indian sea areas have two forces in
the form of the Mascarene high pushing the flow from the southern hemispheric mid-latitude
and the heat flow over west Rajasthan and adjoining areas pulling it up across the central
plains of India. The thermal low/heat low in fact anchors the western end of the monsoon
trough, which in turn controls the precipitation pattern over the central parts of the country.
In the third week of June the length of the day is longest in the summer hemisphere
and the sun’s rays are almost average over the latitude belt near the tropic of cancer.
Surface temperatures are hot over the whole of this belt and are hottest where the specific
heat of the soil is lowest. In northwest India and adjoining Pakistan the Thor Desert with its
surface of sand becomes the warmest area in summer. The heat absorbed at the surface
is transferred upwards through a shallow layer of atmosphere leading to a low at surface.
From the hydrostatic relation, it follows that the warm low dissipates with height and a high/
anticyclone forms aloft.
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This vertical stacking of surface low and lower troposphere high due to hottest surface
temperature leads to a shallow dry convection layer capped by a descending layer
above. Horizontally, there is convergence and friction driven inflow at the lower level and
compensating outflow at the top of the vertical circulation. Intensity of the heat low is
measured by the lowest pressure found within the area depicted in Table 1. The variation in
the intensity of the heat low during June and July of 2004 is shown in Figure 9 (inside rear
cover). It is seen that the intensity forecast of the T80L18 model at Day-1 is more than that
in the analyses as the minimum pressure is lower by about 1-3 hPa in the forecast. This
intensification of the heat low in the forecast continues with forecast length and indicates some
weakness in the surface physics (Rajan et al., 2002) of the atmospheric model. The trends
in both analysis and Day-1 forecasts of T80L18 are similar and the magnitude of correlation
coefficient computed between them is 0.82 for the two-month period in the beginning of the
season. The magnitude of
the correlation coefficient,
however, falls with forecast
length and equals 0.60 and
0.38 on Day-5 and Day-7
respectively.

Figure 10a. Intensity and
location of heat low at
surface as seen by T106L40
during June 2004.

During the first two
months (June and July)
of the summer monsoon
season of 2004, the
position of the heat low
is almost stationary at a
location close to 73°E and
30°N. These intensities
can be compared with
the monthly mean plots
namely Figures 10 (a and
b) by the model T106L40.

Figure 10b. Intensity and location of heat low at surface as seen by
T106L40 during July 2004.

Forecast of precipitation
The India Met. Department (IMD, 2004, 2005) prepares a special monsoon bulletin
for each day of the monsoon season and posts it in real time in its website.
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There is considerable inter-annual variability in all phases of Indian summer monsoon but for
rainfall statistics, the IMD declare the monsoon season (Basu, 2005) to have fixed duration
of 122 days from the 1st June to the 30th September irrespective of their onset dates.
Figure 11a. Departure of
the weekly accumulated
all India area weighted
rainfall for the monsoon
season of 2004.

This bulletin includes all
rainfall observations of
amounts more than 1 cm
and are received in real
time. For this study these
observations were used.
During
the
monsoon
season of 2004, both July
and August recorded below
normal rainfall except for
the weeks ending on 4 to
11 August 2004 which is shown by the histogram in Figure 11 (a). The driest July 2004 is
clearly recorded here.
To provide the most temporally extensive estimates of atmospheric hydrologic
fields, the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis (Kalnay et al., 1996; Kistler et al., 2001) is used for this
study The NCEP reanalysis precipitation is referred for verification of T80L18, T106L40
models predicted precipitation for the monsoon season of 2004. The NCEP precipitation is
the best near real time observation available to the authors at the time of this study. These
NCEP datasets have proved its accuracy (Fasullo, 2005) already. The NCEP reanalysis
project is using the state-of-the-art analysis system to perform data assimilation using
conventional and non-conventional observations from the year 1948 to the present. The
subset of this data for the year 2004 has been processed to create the seasonal mean
plot as shown in Figure 11 (b). From this figure it is concluded that the areas that received
more than 100 cm of rain during the season are the west coast strip in the windward side
of the north-south orientated hill ranges (Western Ghats), the extreme northeastern part of
the country and a region in the east adjoining the Bay of Bengal. The first two of the above
three regions, receive large amounts of seasonal total rainfall due to the barrier effect of
topography seen by the T106L40, while the third one receive large amount of rain due to the
dynamical effect of the monsoon trough that leads to periodic cyclogenesis over the Bay of
Bengal and associated convergence of moist air from the sea.
The model predicted precipitation distributions, accumulated (122 days) over
the monsoon season of 2004, and these are depicted in Figure 12 and Figure 13 which
correspond to T80L18 and T106L40 respectively. From these figures it is concluded that the
spatial distribution of forecast rainfall, accumulated over the monsoon season agrees to a
certain extent with the reanalyzed distribution over the Indian summer monsoon area.
FORECAST OF SYNOPTIC SYSTEMS DURING MONSOON
During the monsoon season 2004 there were several lows and cyclonic circulations
that formed mostly near the head Bay of Bengal. Two of these lows intensified into deep
depressions in June – one each over the Bay of Bengal and the Arabian Sea. The month
wise statistics of the various synoptic systems formed during this monsoon season is
displayed in Table 2.

Figure 11b. Observed rainfall during the monsoon season 2004 as seen by NCEP Reanalysis.

Genesis of these systems and their effects on the progress of monsoon during the onset
phase are discussed. The number of synoptic scale systems that formed in 2004 is
comparable to that in 2003, but the seasonal rainfall is -13 % in 2004 compared to +2 % in
2003.
Synoptic system

June

July

August

September

Total

Low/well marked Low

0

4

4

1

9

Depression (D)/
Deep Depression (DD)

2

0

0

2

4

Table 2. The number of
synoptic systems formed
during the southwest
monsoon season.
Figure 12. Predicted rainfall
during the monsoon season
2004 as seen by T80L18.

Deep depression
The
central
pressures at Mean Sea
Level (MSL) of the deep
depressions as observed
in the analyses and as
forecast by the T80L18
model is presented in
Figure 14
(inside rear
cover) and Figure 15
(inside rear cover). It is
seen from Figure 14 that intensification is slow in the model as lowest central pressures in
forecast appear one day after it has actually occurred. The lowest central pressure in the
forecast is usually higher than that observed indicating that genesis of this deep depression
was not captured very well in the T80L18 assimilation/forecast system. The Day-1 forecast,
however has some skill with the lowest pressure predicted, though it was late by one day,
the pressure was actually deeper than realized. This suggests that the model T80L18 has
capability to predict the formation of synoptic scale systems like depressions when suitable
initial conditions are available.
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For the depression Figure 15 between 10 to 20 September again the Day-1 forecasts are
the best. The trend correlation between the Day-1 and Day-2 forecasts and the analyzed
central pressures are 0.80 and 0.78 respectively. The trend correlations decrease drastically
when the length of the forecast increases. In this case the forecast central pressures are
mostly lower than the observed ones indicating over development of the system by the
model.
SALIENT FEATURES OF POST-MONSOON SEASON
The post-monsoon season is the major period of rainfall activity over the south
peninsula, particularly in the Andhra Pradesh, Rayalaseema, Tamilnadu and Pondicherry.
In the Indian context this post-monsoon season is sometimes named as the northeast
monsoon or retreating monsoon, winter monsoon, or cyclonic storm season.
The beginning of the post-monsoon season in 2004 in some ways behaved
complimentary to the southwest monsoon season, in terms of rainfall. As far as the rainfall
is concerned, the southwest monsoon’s withdrawal phase provided plenty of rain (Mausam,
2005) in the beginning of October. Southwest monsoon withdrew from the entire country on
the 18th October, and simultaneously the post-monsoon rains commenced over Tamilnadu,
Kerala and adjoining parts of Karnataka which is shown in Figure 16 using the general
circulation model T106L40. The usual date of onset in the northeast monsoon is around the
20th October with a deviation of about a week on either side. The actual northeast monsoon
onset dates since the year 1990 are listed in Table 3. During 2004 the post-monsoon arrived
over the Tamilnadu coast on the 18th October the same day for the year 1994. The year
1994 has experienced the normal southwest and normal northeast monsoons.
Year

Date of onset

Year

Date of onset

1990

19 October

1998

28 October

1991

20 October

1999

21 October

1992

02 November

2000

02 November

1993

21 October

2001

16 October

1994

18 October

2002

25 October

1995

23 October

2003

19 October

1996

11 October

2004

18 October

1997

13 October

2005

17 October

Table 3. Onset dates of post-monsoon
since the year 1990

Figure 13 (below). Predicted rainfall during the
monsoon season 2004 as seen by T106L40.

Though
the
principal rainy season
for Karnataka, Kerala,
Tamilnadu,
is
the
southwest
monsoon
season, rainfall continues
until December in these
areas. The period of
the northeast monsoon
contributes to about 20
% of the annual total
according to IMD.
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Rainfall over the south peninsula towards the end of southwest monsoon season is mainly
in the interior districts and it generally occurs in the afternoon, evening or early part of the
night. As the season advances, the rainfall is mainly in the coastal districts with the interior
districts receiving less rain - generally occuring during the night and early morning hours.

Figure 16. T106L40 predicted precipitation pattern on 18 October 2004.

The observed northeast monsoon rainfall statistics against the average over Tamilnadu
state since the year 1990 is given in Table 4. Thus the average northeast monsoon in 2004
is succeeded by the normal southwest monsoon 2005.
During this post-monsoon season only a Depression (D), a Deep Depression (DD)
and a Severe Cyclonic Storm (SCS) formed. Warm oceans with a surface temperature of 26
°C or higher provide the fuel for the tropical cyclone. During this cyclonic storm season the
intense cyclogenesis over the Indian seas is very much subdued and another noteworthy
feature is no cyclone made landfall as they weakened over the sea. The observed systems/
storms that formed over the Indian Oceanic region are listed in Table 5. Their observed
tracks of depressions during the northeast monsoon in 2004 are reproduced from Mausam
(2005) in Figure 17a.
A depression formed over the Bay of Bengal during the 2nd – 8th October. The
low pressure area formed over the east of the Bay of Bengal and moved in a northwesterly
direction. It concentrated into a depression on 2 October 2004. This depression started
giving weather in the form of rain and wind prior to reaching the coast. This depression
crossed north of Andhra Pradesh coast close to Kalingapatnam on the 4th October. The
land depression formed on the 7th October is shown in Figure 17b. Due to incursion of
moisture from the Bay of Bengal, the system caused exceptionally heavy rainfall over west
Bengal and northeastern states during its life-span. The prediction capabilities of the model
for the two systems are given in the Figure 17b. It is concluded that the T106L40 analysis
has brought the location and intensity of these depressions closer to the observation than
T80L18 prediction. Thus this study has shown that predicting the track of tropical cyclones
also became an area of active research in this period when a variety of models were
available. During the 29th November to the 2nd December a severe cyclone storm formed
over north Indian Ocean and adjoining the southeast Arabian Sea finally it reached the
Somalia coast but it did not give any weather over India.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
From this study it can be concluded that the summer monsoon of the year 2004
was unusual over India in various aspects. The onset occurred over the south Kerala as
a weak current on the 18th May; two weeks ahead of the normal date. This early onset of
the southwest monsoon in 2004 does not provide any clue to subsequent rainfall during
the season. The advanced phase was delayed, thus it took about two months to cover the
entire country instead of the usual one month’s time. The T80L18 model can predict midlatitude westerlies up to a length of Day-5. The trends in the analyses and the forecasts of
the 850 hPa cross-equatorial flow are in phase and the forecasts are useable up to Day-5.

Figure 17a. Observed tracks of depressions during the northeast monsoon 2004.

Figure 17b. The depression of 07 October 2004 as seen by T106L40.

The Mascarene high fluctuates within 10 hPa range in the forecasts during this monsoon
season. During the month of June and July the heat low is almost remained stationary. The
intensification of the heat low in the forecast continues with the forecast length. The forecast
central pressures corresponding to the synoptic systems during the southwest monsoon
season are mostly lower than the observed ones.
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During the post-monsoon season the location of the system, total rainfall predictions
obtained from the atmospheric model is in good agreement with the observations. There is
no rainfall amount relationship between the southwest monsoon and the northeast monsoon
of the current year and/or preceding/succeeding year.
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EXTREME THUNDERY RAINFALL EVENT IN CENTRAL
AND SOUTHERN ENGLAND, 19-20 JULY 2007:
PART TWO: COMPARISONS TO PREVIOUS SEVERE
SUMMER RAINFALL EVENTS
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Table 1(cont. to p231). Large scale heavy summer rainfall events (May to Sept) in Great Britain12,
1900 to 2007, with at least some of the highest totals at locations below 150 m.
Date
& gen.
location

Area
with
rain
>100
mm,
km²

Area
with
rain
>150
mm,
km²

Max 48 hr
fall, mm (max
24 hr fall brackets)

1900

210
Sprowston,
Norfolk (186
Brundall, Norf)

Refs

Rain in
preceding wks

Synoptic
Development

Mill,
1913a;
Mill,
1913b

Eng & Wales
Jun-Aug rain
highest rec
since 1766 at 410 mm.
Cambridge: 107
mm 1-24 Aug
(>200 % avg for
whole Aug)

Small depression,
off Kent at 0700,
moved slowly N and
deepened, to be off
NE Norfolk at 1800,
before turning E

Dry (26 mm at
Nairn 1-24 Sept)

Depression, nr the
IoW on 24th, moved
N to be nr Newcastle
at 0700, 25th; then
drifted V. slowly N off
E coast of Scotland
to be 50 miles E of
Peterhead at 0700
(26th); low then turned
sharply E

TORRO Thunderstorm Division, Oxford; 2Woodlands St Mary, Berkshire, UK.
(jonathan.webb@torro.org.uk)

Abstract: A major thundery rainfall event deposited over 100 mm of rain across a large area of Central
Southern England and the South Midlands on 19-20 July 2007. Part two of this paper compares this
event to previous extreme summer rainstorms of at least comparable magnitude, and the features
and background to these previous events are also summarised in order to present a realistic historical
perspective.
Keywords: thunderstorms, extreme rainfall, flooding, lightning, summer rainfall, southern England.

INTRODUCTION
NB: all times quoted in this paper refer to GMT/UTC.
Part one of this paper (Webb and Pike, 2010) presented a synoptic and
observational study of a major thundery rainfall event which deposited over 100 mm of rain
across a large area of central southern England and the south Midlands on 19-20 July 2007.
This second paper focuses on the historical perspective with analyses of previous events.
GENERAL HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE, 19-20 JULY 2007
A summer rainfall event of comparable magnitude had not occurred across Great
Britain since 25-26 August 1986 (Eden, 2007). This “Hurricane Charlie” event provided the
wettest day across all England and Wales since the current daily series begins in 1931
(Alexander and Jones, 2001), scattered areas such as in Pembrokeshire recording over 100
mm with some serious local impacts (Mayes, 1986). Further afield, the Hurricane Charlie
episode was the second of two extreme rainstorms which affected Ireland in August 1986
(on the 5th and 25th), both with maximum falls of over 200 mm (Graham, 2006).
Prior to 2007, the last occasion when the summer half year was associated with
two such severe and widespread flood events in Great Britain was in 1968; those events
were on the 9th-10th July and the 14th-15th September (more locally, very high rainfalls
also occurred on 1-2 July 1968, when, slightly further afield, 100-185 mm fell on the Isle of
Man in 48 hours). Two severe, albeit somewhat less widespread, individual events occurred
in 1973 (Table 1). Much earlier individual events of greater severity than those of 2007
include the Bruton rainstorm in June 1917 (Clark and Pike, 2007) and the ‘Norwich’ event
in August 1912 (Mill, 1913a and 1913b). Taking account of the total area receiving over 100
mm (see Table 1), 19-20 July 2007 was the most severe individual event since that of 27-28
July 1969, although the flood impact on that earlier occasion was reduced by a preceding
long dry spell (Bridge, 1969). However the Kent event of 20-21 September 1973 covered a
larger area for the 150 mm threshold than either 1969 or 2007.
In the past 40 years, as previously, there have been much more localised intense
thundery downpours giving extreme rainfalls across very specific points, e.g. thunderstorm
events at Hampstead on 14 August 1975, Calderdale on 19 May 1989 and Boscastle on 16
August 2004 (Doe, 2004; Burt, 2005).
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25-26
Aug 1912
(E Eng)

25-26
Sept
1915
(Moray
Firth,
Scotland)

28-29
Jun
1917 (N
Wessex)
6-7 Aug
1922
(Mids, S
Yorks,
Lincs)

31 May
-1 Jun
1924 (W
Mids,
Marches)

11-12
Aug
1948 (SE
Scotland,
NE Eng)

5000

2100

2100

3200

1700*1

2050
(2600*3)

201 (179)
Croy,
Invernessshire

British
Rainfall,
1915

240

245 (243)
Bruton,
Somerset

British
Rainfall,
1917;
Clark and
Pike, 2007

Dry 1-26 Jun
(16 mm at Mere)

Complex depression
moved ENE along
Eng Chan. Extreme
rain in narrow zone
between fronts
converging from N & S

-

146 ,Ollerton,
Notts (106,
Croxton,
Leics)

British
Rainfall,
1922

E & W Jul rain
126 mm (avg
79 mm). Cent
Eng Jul rain 131
mm, NE Eng
110 mm

Depression moved
from the mouth of
Eng Chan NE across
S Eng & E Anglia
(centred Beds at 0700
on 7th)

147 (135)
Hangmer,
Denbighshire

British
Rainfall,
1924

V. wet; 159 mm
at Malvern over
previous 39
days

171 (158)
Floors
Castle-Kelso,
Borders

British
Rainfall,
1948;
Eden,
2008

Wet previous wk
with 44 mm 5-10
Aug at Kelso.
At Kingside
(Lammermuir
hills), 270 mm
fell 6-12 Aug

240

-

21+

Shallow low centred
nr Normandy coast
moved N & deepened
by about 10 mb, to
be centred over The
Humber estuary by
0700 on 1st Jun*2
Depression over the
mouth of the Bristol
Channel at 0600 on
11th moved slowly
ENE to N Norfolk by
0600 on 12th; trough
extending NW across
Scotland
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9-10 Jul
1968
Somerset
Bristol,
Mids &
Fenland)

14-15
Sept
1968 (SE
Eng & E
Anglia)

27-28
Jul 1969
(SW
Eng)

15-16 Jul
1973 (C
N Eng)

20-21
Sept
1973
(Kent)

2250*4
(2600*5)

83 +
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176 (173)
ChewstokeNempnett
Thrubwell,
Somerset

217 (162)*
Northchapel,
W Sussex
6

6250

5250
(6975*7)

2240

c 1500*9

660

Bleasdale,
1974

Bleasdale,
1974;
Jackson,
1977

E&W Jun rain
94 mm (avg
66 mm), local
downpours 1-7
Jul. SW Eng/S
Wales rain well
above avg for
Jun & for 1-8 Jul

Depression moved
slowly NE from Biscay,
associated warm
front became slowmoving across S Eng.
Depression deepened
significantly during
evening & crossed
SW Eng and S Mids
with associated TP

Aug wet in SE
Eng and E
Anglia. Rain
also above avg
for 1-13 Sept in
SE Eng

Depression over
W France pushed
occluding frontal
system N, while a cold
front moved S over
N Sea reinforcing an
undercutting NE wind.
Small low formed in
the E Eng Chan off
Sussex by 0900, 15th.
Depression in SW
approaches at 0600
on 28th moved V.
slowly E into Eng
Chan to be off
Sussex at 0600, 29th.
Warm front edged
N converging on an
old occlusion which
had moved slowly SE
overnight 27/28th.
Sharp upper trough
crossing Eng & Wales
from W

146 Ellbridge,
Cornwall & N
Hessary Tor,
Devon (145
Ellbridge,
Cornwall)*8

Bridge,
1969;
Bleasdale,
1974

Long dry spell
9-26 Jul, with
soil moisture
deficits of 75100 mm just
prior to event

c 180

172 Slippery
Stones, Derby
(137 Rivelin,
S Yorkshire)

Smithson,
1974;
Prior,
1975;
Eden,
2008

Variable rain in
Jun 1973 (high
proportion in
thunder on 19th
and 26th-27th),
overall below
avg in NE Eng

Complex depression
over the Eng Chan
drifted v. slowly N;
occluding frontal
system became slow
moving, “pivoting”
across N Eng

c 150

209 (191) W
Stourmouth,
Kent

Lengthy dry
spell 1-14 Sept,
but then V. wet
15-19 Sept (e.g.
40 mm Ashford,
Kent)

Depression moved
NE from Normandy,
“splitting” with new TP
ctr moving NNE, nr
Kent coast at 0300,
21st

-
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13-14
Jun 2007
(Yorks)

19-20 Jul
2007 (C
S Eng,
S Mids)

2400*

10

3800*11

_

c 50

126 Lumley
Moor Res,
N Yorks (98
Harlow Hill
Res, N Yorks)

163 (147)
Sudeley
Lodge Glos

Hanna et
al., 2008;
Eden,
2008

Prior and
Beswick,
2008

V. wet May,
but dry spell
1-10 Jun;
further heavy
rain followed
this eventespecially on
24-25 Jun
E&W rain
May-Jul 395
mm - highest
recorded since
1766 for that
specific 3 month
period (but, NB:
comfortably
exceeded by
other 3 month
periods). Over
200 mm in parts
of Worcs over
previous 5 wks
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Slow moving frontal
zone across N Ireland
and N Eng, complex
low off SW Eng

Shallow depression
formed over NE
France, deepening as
it moved NW to reach
the Thames Valley; it
then turned NNE and
slowly filled, upper
vortex over Celtic Sea
within broad upper
trough

Abbreviations: TP = Triple Point, wks = weeks, Refs = References, ctr = (low) centre, E&W
= England and Wales.
Notes for Table 1:
May 1924*1 as per Prior and Beswick (2008);
May 1924*2 NB: fronts were not routinely analysed in 1924 synoptic charts;
Aug 1948*3 the first figure refers to one rainfall day (after Bleasdale, 1974) while the value
in brackets is estimate for the two rainfall days based on the respective number of stations
recording 100 mm or more over the one and two day periods;
Jul 1968*4 Per Bleasdale, 1974;
Jul 1968*5 the first figure refers to one rainfall day (after Bleasdale, 1974) while the value
in brackets is estimate for the two rainfall days based on the respective number of stations
recording 100 mm or more over the one and two day periods;
Sept 1968*6 Both these one and two day readings in Sept 1968 were from Northchapel (W
Sussex). The more extensive large rainfall totals were further east and the highest two
day readings here were two of 201 mm near Tilbury (Essex) with a daily fall of 130 mm at
Bromley (London) on the 15th;
Jul 1969*7 the first figure refers to one rainfall day (after Bleasdale, 1974) while the value in
brackets is estimate for the two rainfall days based on the respective number of stations
recording 100 mm or more over the one and two day periods;
Jul 1969*8 Also 169 mm reported at Fernworthy Res (Dartmoor) but with some doubt over
accuracy of gauge (Bridge, 1969);
Sept 1973*9 Estimated from plotted two day rainfall totals;
Jun 2007*10 Per Eden, 2008;
Jul 2007*11 Per Prior and Beswick, 2008;
* i.e. the land area of England, Scotland and Wales.

There have also been larger scale events where a significant area has exceeded 50 mm
with a few scattered locations reaching 100 mm or more.
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Examples include 15-16 August 1977 in southeast England, 11-12 July 1982 in southwest
England, 22 September 1992 in eastern England (Pike, 1993) and 10-11 June 1993 when
a “loop” of persistent heavy rain around a depression over England gave 48 hour rainfall
totals of over 100 mm in southwest Wales, north Devon and north Cornwall (eg Aberporth
RAE 152 mm). The Easter floods rainfall episode of 8-9 April 1998 (Galvin and Pike, 2001)
was associated with over 50 mm of rain across a broad swath from southeast Wales
east-northeast across the southern Midlands to the Fens, with very local falls of 100 mm
plus. This event severely affected some of the areas hit in 2007, notably around Evesham
(Worcestershire).
A locally extreme episode affected Oxfordshire on 26 May 1993 (Pike, 1994) when
Uffington (R. N. Iles) recorded 128.7 mm which was ‘thrown back’ to the ‘rainfall day’ of
May 25th (see Table 2). All this rain fell during the period 0345 to 0900 h on the 26th and
subsequent heavy showers brought the Uffington total up to 140 mm for the calendar day of
26 May 1993, albeit spread over two official ‘rainfall days’ of the 25th and 26th. However, the
extent of the heavy rain was much smaller than in 2007. Indeed, even such major historic
convective events as ‘Lynmouth’ in 1952 (part orographic) and ‘Torquay’ in 1938 covered
well under 1000 km2 in terms of the areas receiving over 100 mm (Grindley, 1969, NERC,
1975).
Table 1 presents the Summer rainfall events in Great Britain, since 1900, which
have produced 100 mm or more rainfall within 48 hours across a total area of at least 1500
km2; several are discussed by Bleasdale (1968) and Hand, et al. (2004).
Mill (1913a, and 1913b) covered the great Norfolk rainstorm of August 1912 in
detail and he noted that there were no close parallels over the area of Great Britain back to
at least 1900, although there had been a previous significant event over eastern Ireland on
25 August 1905 (100 mm or more across 3000 km2, peak fall 158 mm). The 1912 ‘Norwich’
event still ranks easily first in terms of the remarkable 1900 km² area within the 150 mm
isohyet; the September 1968 rainstorm ranks second in this respect with 660 km² recording
over 150 mm. For the 150 mm threshold, the Dorset ‘Martinstown’ storm of 18 July 1955
(not in the table as the extent of the 100 mm area was 870 km²) ranks third with an area
of 380 km². That event produced the highest recorded rainfall for a standard (0900-0900
h) rainfall day in the British Isles with 279.4 mm in an official gauge. Moreover a recent
re-assessment by Clark (2005) provided firm evidence (eg from a review of two authentic,
albeit non standard rainfall measurements consistent with the storm ‘footprint’) that rainfall
reached 355 mm at the storm’s epicentre (in 15 hours).
It is interesting how the events in Table 1 cluster together. The synoptic background
to these 13 events can be summarised as follows.
Scenario A. Four of the events (May 1924, July 1968, September 1973 and July 2007)
involved a deepening, occluding depression moving north or northeast from France or
Biscay, and these cases were associated with considerable thundery activity.
Scenario B. Three other events (June 1917, September 1968 and June 2007) involved
slow moving frontal zones associated with low pressure near the English Channel (main
Low over France in the 1968 case and near southwest England in the June 2007 one) and
a pincer movement as warm air was “undercut” both by an occlusion from the south and
northeast surface winds; considerable embedded thundery activity occurred. The event of
July 1969, had some similarities with both scenarios A and B.
Scenario C. Two cases involved depressions from the Atlantic moving fairly slowly eastnortheast across south and central areas of the British Isles, deepening in the process
(August 1922 and August 1948). The event of July 1973 had some points in common with
scenarios B and C.
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Scenario D. The two remaining cases, in August 1912 and September 1915, were
associated with depressions drifting slowly northwards up the east coast of Great Britain,
deepening, before turning eastwards; Eden (2008) commented how this sequence noted by
Mill (1913a) indicated inter-action with a supporting ‘upper low’ .
Little or no thundery activity was associated with the events noted as scenarios
C and D, i.e. 1912, 1915, 1922 and 1948, although in the 1948 case some thunder
accompanied showers that occurred away from the main rain area.
It may be noted that (a) all cases involved depressions originally approaching the
British Isles on a southerly track; with the potential to draw in warm, moist air from relatively
low latitudes, (b) in nearly all cases the heaviest rainfalls occurred near or just northwest of
the centre of the main depression, a feature noted in general studies of extreme rainfalls
(Hand, et al., 2004). Since 2007, another major (scenario C) rainfall event has occurred on
5-6 September 2008 as a depression moved slowly east-northeast from sea area Lundy
to Dogger, with recorded 48 hour rainfall totals of over 150 mm at low altitude stations in
Northumberland. Severe flooding of the River Wansbeck occurred in Morpeth.

Figure 1. Surface Synoptic
charts for 31 May - 1 June 1924
(from British Rainfall, 1924).

THE HEAVY RAINSTORM OF 31 MAY-1 JUNE 1924 IN THE RIVER SEVERN
CATCHMENT
The closest parallel, since at least 1900, regarding a summer rain event across the
Severn Valley area occurred on 31 May-1 June 1924, and indeed the similarities extend to
the preceding wet period (see Table 1) and specific event synoptic charts.
The chart for 1300 h on 31 May 1924 (Figure 1) shows a shallow low centred near
the Normandy coast with another south of Ireland. The Normandy depression evidently
moved north, absorbing the other low as it deepened by about 10 mb, to be centred over
The Humber estuary by 0700 on 1 June (NB fronts were not routinely analysed in 1924
synoptic charts). The associated rainfall event commenced with thunderstorms on the
evening of the 31st which merged into continuous rainfall overnight. The bulk of the rain
was ‘credited’ to the 31st May with daily totals above 100 mm in Worcestershire, Shropshire
and south Flintshire with a swath of heavy rain extending northeast to Northumberland. Two
day rainfall totals reached 110-115 mm in the Malvern and Bewdley areas (Table 2) with the
highest total of 146.8 mm at Hanmer on the Flintshire/Shropshire border.
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COUNTY

HIGHEST
RECORDED
DAILY FALL 20
JULY 2007 (mm)

HIGHEST
RECORDED TWO
DAY FALL, 19–20
JULY 2007 (mm)

PREVIOUS
RECORD FOR
DAILY FALL
(mm)

Berkshire

110.6 East Shefford

136.5 mm E
Shefford

Oxfordshire

106.2 Wantage,
Letcombe Bowers
Farm

130.0 Brize Norton

Warwickshire

115.4 Chastleton

140.1 Chastleton

Gloucestershire

147.0 Sudeley
Lodge

163.1 Sudeley
Lodge

Worcestershire

120.8 Pershore
College

157.4 Pershore
College

101.3 Bewdley
(31/5/1924)

Herefordshire

103.4 Upper
Colwall

123.2 Upper
Colwall

104.4 Clifford
(5/8/1957)

110.0 Humber
Rectory (31/51/6/1924)

Wiltshire

72.5
Sevenhampton

101.0
Sevenhampton

165.1 Stourhead
Gardens
(28/6/1917)

c 167 Stourhead
Gardens
(28-29/6/1917)

107.7
Maidenhead
(12/7/1901)
132*1 Wheatley
(9/6/1910),
128.7 Uffington
(25/5/1993)
127.0 Southam
(2/8/1969)
122.0 Sudeley
Castle
(10/7/1968)

PREVIOUS
RECORD FOR
TWO DAY FALL
(mm)
107.7 Maidenhead
(12/7/1901)
140.6 Uffington
(25-26/5/1993)
127.8 Southam
(2-3/8/1969)
130.7 Gloucester
Met O
(9-10/7/1968)
115.0 Malvern Belle Vue House
(31/5-1/6/1924)

Notes *1 Approximate

TWO PREVIOUS CASES OF WIDESPREAD THUNDERY RAINFALL OF OVER 100
MM ASSOCIATED WITH WRAP-AROUND OCCLUSIONS, ON (1) 9-10 JULY 1968
AND (2) 20-21 SEPTEMBER 1973
The 9-10 July 1968 case (Figure 2)
Pressure had been above 1024 mb across much of England and Wales on 9 July
1968 (Prichard, 1992). However, a shallow depression, evident over Portugal on the 1200
h chart and linked to a trailing front across France and Central Europe, moved northeast
to Biscay by 0600 on the 10th; meanwhile, at 500 mb, a sharpening upper trough was
approaching the British Isles from the west.
Scattered heavy thunderstorms drifted across southeast England in the early hours
of the 10th. However, the main event effectively commenced around dawn on the 10th
when the warm front became increasingly active, as it ground to a halt (with undercutting
northeast surface winds), and outbreaks of heavy rain and thunder affected the south
Midlands. Gloucester (Met office) recorded a Bilham classifiable “remarkable” fall of 41
mm in 77 mins from 0723 h near the start of a 15 hour period during which 128 mm was
recorded (British Rainfall, 1968).
The Bristol and Bath areas had only 1 to 3 mm before 0900 on the 10th but were
hit by 4 to 5 hours of very intense rainfall later in the day as the triple point and deepening
low centre moved northeast (also ‘engaged’ by the advancing upper trough).
Northmoor (Somerset) recorded 103 mm in 5 hours from 1900 h, while West
Newton Farm (also Somerset) recorded 76 mm in 2 hours from 1800 h, a Bilham “very rare”
fall.

I
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Table 2. County Rainfall records: highest one and two day rainfalls for the seven
counties registering peak falls of 100 mm or more on 19-20 July 2007 (new records in bold).
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Evesham Flooding, UK (top and bottom)
(21 July 2007)

II
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Evesham Flooding, UK
(24 July 2007)
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Evesham flooding, UK
(21 July 2007)

© Andy Mayhew

Evesham flooding, UK
(25 July 2007)
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Long Ashton, Bristol, had 129.5 mm on the 10th (1.3 on the 9th) with 84 mm falling between
1800 and 2300 h. At Fishponds, Bristol, a moderate/heavy thunderstorm occurred 11401245 h, then, after occasional thunder in the afternoon, frequent and heavy thunderstorm
activity was observed from 1820 to 2300 GMT (Bryan Williams, Pers. Comm.). Rainfall at
Fishponds amounted to 109 mm within 48 hours. Chewstoke, Nempnett Thrubwell, just
north of the Mendip Hills, recorded 173 mm for the rainfall day of the 10th (plus 3 mm
before 0900 h). There was devastating flooding in the Chew catchment (eg at Pensford
and Keynsham) and severe flooding
affected the Avon valley around
Bath and Melksham (Horton, 1995).
Considerable
flooding
also affected parts of the Midlands
and Fenland following rainfalls of
more than 100 mm in places. On
the upper Thames, Lechlade (St
John’s Lock) recorded 112.5 mm
for the 9th and 10th combined, just
below the 2007 storm total (Table
1 in Webb and Pike, 2010). In the
Oxford area, 102 mm fell at Farmoor
Reservoir on the 10th (0900-0900 h)
with an all time ‘daily’ record (since
1880) of 88 mm at the Radcliffe
Observatory, Oxford where 14 mm
fell in 8 minutes from 2030 GMT
(the corresponding 48 hour falls for
the 9th-10th were 112 mm and 98
mm). Although RAF Abingdon was
just south of the swath of heaviest
rainfall (24 and 36 hour falls of
66 mm and 74 mm respectively),
thunderstorm activity lasted from
2037 h to after 2300 h on the 10th
with the note that “most lightning
was to the west and northwest”
(observer, F. J. Ayres). A fall of 32.9
mm of rain in 2 hours from 2100 to
2300 h was sufficient to leave about
1 inch of standing water around the
Met screen. Following cessation of
the storm, winds backed from northnortheast to westerly between 0000
and 0100, with a fair interlude before
the ‘wrap around’ occlusion brought
further rain between 0200 and 0600
Figure 2. Synoptic charts for 1800 GMT, 10 July 1968 and
h on the 11th.

0000 GMT, 11 July 1968.
(Daily Weather Report, Met Office) © Crown Copyright, 1968.
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The case of 20-21 September 1973 (Figure 3)
After a warm, dry first fortnight, an eventful third week of September 1973 occurred
in southeast England, notably Kent. During thunderstorms late on the 15th hail caused
severe crop damage at Hoo and Sittingbourne and 25-38 mm of rain fell over much of the
county. Then at Gillingham, 94 mm fell in 18 hours on the 20th with an overnight thunderstorm
and a northerly gale (COL Bulletin, 1973). Commuter railways were partly blocked by floods
and landslides. This event was much more severe further east in Kent. Rainfall exceeded
150 mm within 18 hours in both the Thanet area and in a separate area around Ashford.
Even away from the core affected area, London-Heathrow airport recorded 41 mm on the
20th with three hours of overnight thunderstorm activity (twice overhead), two houses were
struck by lightning in Wembley, while
thunder was heard as far west as
Odiham (Hampshire).
A depression over the
Normandy coast at 1800 h on the
20th September moved northeast
(on the forward edge of a major
upper trough over England), but
at 0000 h on the 21st “split” with a
new triple point centre deepening
over the warm waters of the straits
of Dover as it took a more northerly
track to “clip” the Kent coast around
0300-0400 h. At Manston 172 mm
fell in 17 hours with gusts to 56 knots.
At West Stourmouth, 209 mm fell in
the event with 191 mm attributable
to the 20th. Further west, one of the
authors experienced this event first
hand at Ditton, near East Malling,
where he was awoken at 0400 h
by an extremely lively thunderstorm
coming off the relatively warm waters
of the Thames Estuary; East Malling
climatological station also reported
thunder at 0400 h with continuous
heavy rain falling (Observer, M. F.
Wickenden).
Figure 3. Synoptic charts for 1800 GMT,
20 September 1973 and 0000 GMT, 21
September 1973
(Daily Weather Report, Met Office)
© Crown Copyright, 1973.

FLOODING IN THE LOWER SEVERN AND UPPER THAMES CATCHMENTS
It is of note that none of these previous events highlighted in Table 1 were focussed
over both the Upper Thames and Lower Severn catchments, though the ‘event’ rainfall was
approached in the former area in July 1968 and in the latter by the aforementioned 1924
case.
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Figure 4. Severe summer rainfall events (May to September) in Great Britain, by area affected.
Light shade = area >100 mm, dark shade = area >150 mm

Indeed most ‘historic’ severe floods on the UK’s two largest rivers have been
associated with either (a) prolonged wet spells in late autumn or winter (eg the Novembers
of 1770, 1852 and 1894) or (b) snowmelt compounded by heavy rainfall (eg in February
1795 and March 1947). However the lower Severn did experience significant summer halfyear floods in May 1886 and June 1924 (see above), as did the Thames valley in June 1903.
The EA report (Environment Agency, 2007) presents a table of recorded river levels in July
2007 at various gauging stations along the Severn, Thames and other major watercourses;
some peak levels exceeded those during the “benchmark” floods of 1947. However, caution
must be exercised in the comparisons with historical maximum recorded river levels. Such
comparisons may be complicated by changes in land use and consequent run-off and the
land’s capacity to absorb it.
CONCLUSION
Based on the area receiving over 100 mm of rain the episode of 19-20 July 2007
was the most severe summer rainfall event since July 1969 and the fourth most extensive
since 1900 (Figure 4). However, the areas receiving 150 mm or more in 2007 were relatively
small and have been exceeded on several occasions since 1900. In the events of August
1912 and September 1968 both the total area affected (especially for the 150 mm rainfall
threshold) and the maximum recorded falls were appreciably greater. Two other significant
points about the July 2007 event were: (a) that it occurred following well above average,
locally exceptional, rainfall in the preceding five weeks (which had saturated the ground in
some areas), a scenario also evident in the 1912 event and, to a somewhat lesser extent in
1968; (b) the heaviest rainfall coincided with the catchments of Great Britain’s two largest
rivers (the Severn and Thames), a situation not occurring to the same extent in previous
cases and confirmed by new one and two day rainfall records (since 1860) for the counties
of Berkshire, Gloucestershire and Worcestershire (Table 2).
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TORRO TORNADO DIVISION REPORT:
NOVEMBER AND DECEMBER 2005
By PAUL R. BROWN and G. TERENCE MEADEN
A westerly pattern prevailed for the first half of November 2005, but the second half saw a mixture
of cold anticyclonic and northerly types. There were eight tornadoes (four definite), most of which
occurred on the 24th, plus another in the Irish Republic, together with three waterspouts and two
reports of funnel clouds. The beginning and end of December were cyclonic, but the middle weeks were
largely anticyclonic. No tornadoes are known for this month, but there was one waterspout and seven
reports of funnel clouds.

WS2005Nov01 Hastings (c 1 km offshore), East Sussex (c 50° 51’ N 0° 35’ E, TQ 8208)
Mr Michael O’Farrell reported to Terence Meaden that he saw a waterspout at
0830 GMT; at first about 500 m out to sea, it moved to about 1.5 km out in a west to east
direction during the five minutes that he watched it. At 0600 GMT a westerly airflow covered
the British Isles associated with a low, 975 mb, south of Iceland; several shower troughs
were moving east. Many inland places were dry during the morning, but there were showers
on western coasts, and a band of heavy showers moved east along the English Channel.
FC2005Nov03 Langdon Bay, Kent (51° 08’ N 1° 21’ E, TR 3442)
The 1000 GMT SYNOP from Langdon Bay reported present weather ‘funnel cloud’
(which, in the WMO definition of the code, can also mean ‘waterspout’ or ‘tornado’). At 1200
GMT an occluded low, 984 mb, was moving slowly northeast across Scotland, with several
troughs circulating round it. Bands of showers affected many areas, especially the west and
south.
EW/TN2005Nov11 Borrowdale (Honister Slate Mine), Cumbria (54° 30’ N 3° 12’ W, NY
2213)
The News & Star of the 15th November reported that Honister Slate Mine had
been hit by a ‘mini-tornado’ the previous Friday, which, according to the owner, Mr Mark
Weir, “... picked up slabs of rocks and hurled them up to 100 ft into the air”. Enquiries by
Samantha Hall of TORRO elicited the following from Mr Weir: he saw “A column of whirling
air coming from a cloud [that] whisked up large stones from the stone steps near the mine
and they whirled round and then it spat them out again, but they just went up, vertical”; he
reckoned one of the stones to weigh 35-40 kg. He estimated the width of the column as 2025 feet (say 5-10 m), and gave the time as 0930 GMT. Force perhaps T2.
At 1200 GMT an intense low, 967 mb, was moving northeast near the Hebrides,
and its cold front was crossing the Irish Sea. Borrowdale was in the warm sector all morning,
with a rising southwesterly gale, so if the reported time is correct this event is more likely to
have been an eddy whirlwind than a true tornado.
3FC2005Nov12 Near Camborne, Cornwall (c 50° 13’ N 5° 19’ W, SW 6440)
Nigel Bolton of TORRO reported that three funnel clouds had been observed from
near Camborne in the morning under a Cb cloud (the origin of this report is not known). At
1200 GMT the previous day’s low, now 979 mb, was centred near Shetland, and a west to
northwesterly airstream covered most areas. There were showers near western coasts, and
more persistent rain in the far north.
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FCs2005Nov18 Southern North Sea
The Meteorological Office ‘Synoptic Evolution’ bulletin (1600 GMT) stated that
funnel clouds had been seen over the southern North Sea in the afternoon, but since there
is no information on whether they were within British waters they are not counted in the
statistics. At 1200 GMT a high, 1027 mb, was centred over Scotland, and a weak northerly
airstream covered the North Sea. There were showers over the sea, a few of which reached
eastern coasts of England.
Squalls of the 24th November
At 1200 GMT on the 24th November the British Isles lay between a low, 992 mb,
over Norway and a very large high, 1047 mb, in mid-Atlantic; two cold fronts (the Polar Front
followed by the Arctic Front) were moving south over England and Wales ahead of a strong
northerly airstream from high latitudes. The second front (which was catching up with the
first) produced widespread squalls through the Home Counties in the afternoon, and several
of these seem to have developed into weak tornadoes, but it is difficult to differentiate the
one from the other (some of them might have been more in the nature of eddy whirlwinds).
tn?2005Nov24 Near Guildford, Surrey (c TQ 05)
A correspondent to the BBC weather forum reported seeing a ‘tornado’ near
Guildford/M25 motorway, apparently in the afternoon, but in the absence of any further
information we cannot count this in the statistics.
TN2005Nov24/I Ickenham (Milton Road), Greater London (51° 34’ N 0° 27’ W, TQ 076859)
Mr Darren Blunt contacted TORRO in respect of a ‘tornado/whirlwind’ that passed
by his office in Milton Road, Ickenham, soon after 1445 GMT, heading south; he estimated
that it was 20-30 m in diameter, and said that it broke the top third off a tall tree (30-40 cm
diameter at the point of breakage). It lasted 2-3 minutes, and was “grey and funnel-shaped,
as defined by the leaves going round in it”.
TN2005Nov24/II Between Southall and Hanwell, Greater London (51° 30’ N 0° 22’ W, TQ
1480)
Mr Gavin Boyter reported that he and others had observed “a thick column of
dark, spiralling air and rain which could only just be made out from the dark surroundings
... The tops of the trees in the field near the tornado were bent over at 90 degrees”. It
was seen between Southall and Hanwell, and the time was between 1500 and 1530 GMT.
(Information from the then director of TORRO, Dr Derek Elsom.)
fc?2005Nov24 Banstead area, Surrey (c 51° 19’ N 0° 12’ W, TQ 2559)
A caller to the BBC said that there had been ‘a small tornado in the Banstead area’,
but no further information was forthcoming (information via The Weather Outlook forum).
TN2005Nov24/III Carshalton (Green Close), Greater London (51° 23’ N 0° 10’ W, TQ
277657)
The Surrey Comet of the 30th November reported that a ‘freak squall’ swept
through Green Close about 1545 GMT ‘last Thursday’. Mr James Madden said: “...[the
noise] was like an express train or a plane... lots of debris started to lift in the air - usually
you would get twigs flying around but I could see branches lift up. And I have never seen
so much water fall out of the sky in around 30 seconds - if you can remember the storm
of 1987, then for just a short while this was much worse”. Although Mr Madden’s property
suffered no damage, his neighbour had a garden wall knocked down. Force T1.
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q2005Nov24/I Brighton (football ground), East Sussex (50° 51’ N 0° 10’ W, TQ 296075)
While describing a football match, the Sunday Mirror (27th November) mentioned
that “On Thursday a mini-tornado had lifted the pitch covering and hurled it into the stand”.
q2005Nov24/II Camden Town (Bonny Street), Greater London (51° 33’ N 0° 08’ W, TQ
291842)
Mr Stephen Soanes sent in a report of wind damage to a tree, which was stripped
of all its foliage, while those either side were largely unaffected; the time of occurrence
was 1530 GMT. On reflection, he felt that this was probably caused by an eddy round the
buildings in the street, rather than a tornado.
tn2005Nov24/IV Southwark, Greater London (51° 28’ N 0° 05’ W, TQ 3376)
Ms Joyce Dundas and colleagues experienced “what looked like a mini-tornado”,
which overturned garden furniture and a large plant pot as it “swept down through Southwark
turning over wheely bins” (time not stated).
tn2005Nov24/V Ware, Hertfordshire (51° 48’ N 0° 02’ W, TL 3614)
Peter van Doorn of TORRO heard that a ‘whirlwind’ between about 1455 and
1510 GMT produced a sound ‘like an express train or low-flying airliner’, i.e. indicative of a
tornado.
q2005Nov24/III Great Bardfield/Lindsell area, Essex (c TL 62)
The Dunmow Broadcast & Recorder of the 1st December reported that a ‘sudden
surge of strong wind’ caused damage in the villages of Great Bardfield (TL 6730), Bardfield
Saling (TL 6826), Lindsell (TL 6427), and Broxted (TL 5726) about 1530 GMT ‘last Thursday’.
Branches falling onto electricity lines caused power cuts, and roads were blocked by fallen
trees.
tn2005Nov24/VI Great Dunmow (Angel Lane), Essex (51° 52’ N 0° 22’ E, TL 627219)
Nigel Bolton of TORRO received this report from his mother. At about 1500 GMT,
as a brief spell of heavy rain was abating, she experienced a sudden very strong wind that
“blew from all directions... leaves on the ground started spinning around rapidly, then were
suddenly lifted high into the air”. It lasted only a few seconds, and had been preceded by a
‘very loud howling noise’. Force T0.
tn2005Nov24/VII Kennington, Kent (51° 10’ N 0° 52’ E, TR 0144)
A correspondent to the UKWeatherworld forum (full name not known) reported
that her mother had witnessed what might have been a tornado at a school: “It was dark so
no-one could see anything but she said the kitchen doors almost broke off their hinges, she
saw the leaves getting lifted up in to the air. The winds ‘suddenly’ picked up and [the wind]
was very loud before dying down again almost immediately (only a couple of minutes)”.
Another witness described the sound as ‘a squealing noise’. The time was 1630 GMT.
q/tn2005Nov24? Richmond (Kew Gardens), Surrey (51° 28’ N 0° 18’ W, TQ 1876)
A programme on BBC Radio 4 mentioned that a ‘tornado’ had knocked down a
pine tree in Kew Gardens the day before the programme was recorded - probably the
24th November (information from Bob Prichard of TORRO via Jonathan Webb). There is,
however, no evidence for anything more than a squall in this case.
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WS2005Nov25/I Jersey (3-5 km west of Airport), Channel Islands (c 49° 13’ N 2° 17’ W)
A recent funnel cloud was reported in the METAR from Jersey Airport at 0820
GMT, and additional information from Mr Frank Le Blancq indicated that it was seen as
a well-developed waterspout 2-3 miles (3-5 km) west of the airfield at 0804 GMT, drifting
slowly south or southeast over the next 30 minutes (a photograph was published in the
Jersey Evening Post of the same day). By 1200 GMT the previous day’s low over Norway
had become absorbed in a new low, 975 mb, on the coast of Holland, and a northerly
airstream (strong in the north, weakening in the south) covered the whole of the British Isles.
Showers, wintry and thundery in places, affected areas exposed to the north wind, but most
inland parts of England and Wales were dry.
WS+FC2005Nov25/II Alderney (to south), Channel Islands (c 49° 30’ N 2° 10’ W)
A funnel cloud was reported in the Alderney METAR at 1050 GMT, and additional
information from Mr Tim Lillington of Guernsey Meteorological Office (via Grant Le Marchant
of TORRO) indicated that two waterspouts/funnel clouds were seen to the south of the
island, one by Air Traffic Control, the other by a local pilot.
WS2005Dec01 Jersey (offshore La Corbiere), Channel Islands (c 49° 11’ N 2° 14’ W)
Mr Matt Hatton (UKWeatherworld forum) noted that a waterspout had been
mentioned in the Jersey Evening Post as occurring off La Corbiere (time not known). At 1200
GMT a strengthening southerly airstream covered most of Britain ahead of a deepening low,
977 mb, moving into the Southwest Approaches. Ahead of this, an active cold front was
moving slowly east over western areas.
FC2005Dec02 Jersey (Havre des Pas), Channel Islands (49° 11’ N 2° 06’ N)
The same correspondent who reported the previous day’s waterspout saw a funnel
cloud at about 1300 GMT. By 1200 GMT the previous day’s low had become an intense
centre of 960 mb in the western English Channel. Southerly gales and showers affected the
Channel Islands for much of the day.
FC2005Dec03/I Ronaldsway, Isle of Man (54° 05’ N 4° 38’ W, SC 2868)
A funnel cloud was reported in the 1220 GMT METAR from Ronaldsway Airport.
By 1200 GMT the previous day’s low had moved to northern England, lost its intensity, and
filled to 977 mb. There were showers, heavy in places, in many parts of Britain (but central
areas were mostly dry).
FC2005Dec03/II Folkestone, Kent (51° 05’ N 1° 09’ E, TR 2136)
An unnamed correspondent to The Weather Outlook forum reported that a funnel
cloud was seen during a heavy hailstorm in the morning (time uncertain, possibly 1200
GMT).
FC2005Dec04/I Jersey (Havre des Pas?), Channel Islands (49° 11’ N 2° 06’ N?)
Mr Matt Hatton (see above) photographed a funnel cloud about a quarter of the
way to the sea surface between 1245 and 1255 GMT. By 1200 GMT the old low was over
eastern Scotland, 984 mb, and a developing wave, 990 mb, was moving through the English
Channel; this had cleared the Channel Islands, but was followed by a shower trough, which
was over the islands at about this time. There were showers in various parts of Britain
during the day, but most of them in coastal areas.
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fc2005Dec04/II Durham (to SSW), County Durham (54° 46’ N 1° 35’ W, NZ 2742)
An unnamed correspondent to the UKWeatherworld forum submitted a photograph
of what appeared to be a decaying funnel cloud, taken at 1500 GMT. Some doubt was
expressed, however, about what was seen (even by the photographer himself).
2FC2005Dec27 Jersey (offshore east coast), Channel Islands (c 49° 12’ N 2° 00’ W)
Mr Stephen Fitz-Williams reported to the UKWeatherworld forum that he saw a
‘twin funnel cloud’ off the east coast of Jersey from Grouville for about two minutes just
before 0800 GMT (followed by a shower of soft hail). There was no contact with the sea
surface. He also mentioned that funnel clouds had been seen along the north coast of
France (Le Havre, Caen, etc.). At 1200 GMT a cold easterly airstream covered the British
Isles between a high, 1038 mb, over Sweden and a low 1000 mb, over Italy. There were
wintry showers in eastern and central areas, and also in parts of the English Channel.
FC2005Dec31 Tilford/Hindhead area, Surrey (c 51° 09’ N 0° 45’ W, SU 8740)
Peter Kirk of TORRO heard indirectly that a funnel cloud had been reported on the
AnglersNet forum between Tilford and Hindhead, probably about midday. At 1200 GMT the
whole of Britain was in the circulation of a complex low, 981 mb, over Scotland. There were
showers, especially near western and southern coasts, but central areas of England were
mostly dry.
Whirlwind in the Irish Republic
WS2005Nov07 Dingle (offshore), County Kerry (c 52° 08’ N 10° 17’ W, Q 4400)
John Mason of TORRO passed us this report from another forum, which was later
confirmed by Dr John Tyrrell. At 1200 GMT a rapidly deepening secondary depression, 986
mb, was moving northeast just west of Ireland. Rain and gales spread northeast across the
country during the afternoon.
Annual totals for 2005
This was a productive year for whirlwinds in the United Kingdom, with 58 tornadoes
recorded (44 definite); five of these began as waterspouts, and there were another 13
separate reports of waterspouts, together with 102 reports of funnel clouds. These events
were spread over at least 68 days during the year. (Figures given here differ slightly from
those published by Rowe and Meaden, 2006, because of additions and revisions that have
been made since then.) There were an additional five tornadoes in the Irish Republic; one of
these began as a waterspout, and there was one other waterspout in the Republic, together
with 11 reports of funnel clouds. The totals for the whole of the British Isles are therefore:
63 tornadoes (six of which began as waterspouts), 14 waterspouts that did not reach land,
and 113 funnel clouds. Most of the Irish whirlwinds occurred on days when there were
none reported from the United Kingdom, thus contributing another nine days to the total of
whirlwind days in 2005, and making a grand total of 77 for the whole of the British Isles. As
far as the lesser whirlwinds are concerned, there were 19 reports of land devils, and five of
eddy whirlwinds (two of these in the Irish Republic).
REFERENCE
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Properties of a Lightning Ball (2007)
I read with considerable interest the description of a lightning ball witnessed in
Germany (Keul, 2007). Carbognani’s (2007) arguments, in the following paper, used the
observations to extract interesting energy related information but, possibly in part as the
result of a printing error, I found some of his electrostatic arguments confusing. There is also
an observational question which can probably be answered fairly easily. I would like to offer
a few comments and ask some other questions related to three aspects of the observations:
size, shape and electric charge.
We need to know as much as possible about the processes which hold ball
lightning together if we are ever to make use of them in any practical or predictive way. My
electrochemical model (Turner, 1994) was originally developed from Stakhanov’s (1979)
“ion cluster” model for ball lightning and has been extended and refined since then (Turner,
1996, 1997, 1998, 2001, 2002, 2003). The refinements have resulted largely from the
gradual incorporation of qualitative facts based on moderately rare observational evidence.
In my opinion, by far the most pressing question left concerning lightning balls
is why they are so difficult to make - both in nature and in the laboratory. It is certain that
these contained plasmas violate no law of physics, since the properties which seem most
difficult to believe only appear to be impossible because the lack of a valid thermodynamic
base (when ions and water vapour co-exist) is not widely appreciated (Turner, 2001, 2002,
2003). The relevant electrochemistry, had it ever been adequately developed, would be very
complex. At present, it is so poorly defined that few quantitative predictions are possible.
To make matters worse, it has long seemed clear that a number of unrelated forces
can dominate a ball’s behaviour on different occasions (Turner, 1994, 1998, 2002). This
makes it nearly impossible to decide from published accounts which, of several possible
forces, dominated the structure of any specific ball. Thus any detailed observations, on the
same ball, of several of the rarer characteristics is potentially very valuable; there is always
the hope that a new clue will emerge, or that the interpretation of some older clue will either
be supported or disproved.
Keul’s paper presented, for a single ball, three fairly rare and potentially valuable
types of observation. These were the sudden change in size and appearance and the
fact that the damage to the floor provided unusually clear evidence concerning the ball’s
electrostatic state.
Although it is usually close to spherical, ball lightning can differ greatly in colour
and general appearance. It is not particularly rare for lightning balls to be seen to spit out
material - for example when they move into woodland. Singer’s (1971) book on ball lightning
provides photographs and sketches of several “shaggy” lightning balls. It is reasonable
to assume that size and shape are related and that an uneven surface results from the
presence of particles which have insufficient momentum to escape the ball completely.
Spiky surfaces or the complete ejection of material are both likely to result from dust and
debris which has been unsymmetrically heated within the central plasma. Ordinary wood
fires behave similarly.
The author’s electrochemical model is the only existing model which can explain
the stability as well as the long lives and considerable power of some lightning balls. It also
explains the various unusual modes of motion. Crucially, it demonstrates that chemically
induced refrigeration can be inevitable at a ball’s surface - provided only that the chemical
forces, needed to establish the refrigeration processes in the first place, can proceed in
some kind of balance with the other forces involved.
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At present, the precise requirements for this balance cannot be specified.
Once formed, however, it is clear that sufficient refrigeration inevitably allows
aqueous nitric acid to be produced at a ball’s surface. This reaction continuously adds
energy to the plasma, while the inflowing air forces the tiny surface droplets of dilute acid
into a nearly perfect sphere. Motion of the ball can be influenced by any changes in the
chemical or physical fields surrounding the ball. These act by altering the smaller scale
structure (Turner, 1998).
It is very rare for a ball to change noticeably in size during its lifetime. Unfortunately,
most recent surveys have been specifically designed to add to the statistical database. Thus
they no longer provide enough detail to offer clues as to the causes of property changes.
The electrochemical model provides a qualitative explanation for the unchanging size
under normal circumstances. One might imagine that changes in size would accompany
a collision with something like the branch of a tree. However, while changes in colour and
brightness are commonly reported in such cases, there do not seem to be any definitive
accounts where a permanent change in size was reported. In the case described by Keul,
two possibly relevant clues were provided: the ball was near Mr. Urschel’s face when the
size changed and the shape changed at the same time.
There are at least two conceivable reasons for the change (at least in appearance).
The first is that Mr Urschel was smoking. The second is that dust or debris on his clothing
or hair was drawn into the central plasma by the inward air-flow which helps account for a
ball’s shape. An important question is whether or not Mr. Urschel was smoking at the time
of the incident. The main reason this could be important, is that research on the hazards
of smoking to non-smokers has been extensive and must have included characterization
of the normal size distribution and chemistry of exhaled particles. Also, it is just possible
that some form of localized shock wave (induced by the ingress of particles and directed
towards his face) was the reason that only he (and not his girlfriend) heard the “explosion”.
However, even if Mr Urschel was not smoking, he might remember whether he had been
engaged in dusty work shortly before the incident. Such information would add considerably
to the value of the observations.
In addition, some clarification is desirable concerning the question of whether or
not the ball returned to its original size after the “explosion”. Keul’s Figure 1 implies that it
did but this is not explicitly stated. Mr. Urschel may not have been in a position to answer
this question but his girlfriend’s position might have been better.
A very poorly defined characteristic of ball lightning is its net surface charge. Only
a few estimates of this quantity are available (Turner, 1998). The input of expert advice
on the floor damage was particularly valuable in this case - especially as it seems to have
prompted some of Dr. Carbognani’s thought-provoking contributions. Unfortunately, the
case made by this author is not easy to follow. This may be because of a misprint in his
paper but the main problem may well be the simple physical model employed.
In the past, several authors have found it helpful to approximate the electrostatic
properties of a lightning ball as an isolated charged sphere. However, there is a variety of
evidence suggesting that a more appropriate description of the charge distribution is actually
an unevenly charged double layer with a negative charge just outside the plasma (as is
normal) and an electrostatically dominant sphere of positively-charged droplets embedded
in the outer (refrigerated) region (Turner, 1998, 2002). This evidence may well be relevant
to the floor damage but, before this is discussed, the possible misprint needs mentioning.
Suspicions of a misprint arise because all of the electric fields referred to, in both
articles, are the same (3.0.107 V/m) even though a comment is made (by Carbognani, p 12)
concerning differences in this field from the normal air breakdown field.
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Some of the statements make more sense if one assumes that the author intended to quote
the frequently used approximate air breakdown field strength of 3.0.106 V/m. However,
even if this is true, the author’s argument regarding the gradual loss of charge is difficult to
understand because the “crackling” sound (reasonably attributed to electrical breakdown)
was heard before contact with the floor was made and it was only then that the evidence for
a 3.0.107 V/m breakdown was provided.
If I have understood Gugenbauer’s contribution correctly, the breakdown of the
melamine resin resulted from an upward current which implies a negatively charged ball. If
that were to be true, and if no double layer was present, it would imply that the observed ball
was very unusual, since all the observational evidence of which I am aware is consistent
with positively charged lightning balls (Turner, 1998).
This evidence provides a natural explanation of what used to be called “electrostatic”
guidance. The electrochemical model, explains it as a balance between electrostatic
repulsion and qualitatively predictable hydrodynamic attraction which results from the
electrochemistry (Turner, 1998). The latter force is directed towards the source of cations
- normally an earthed object. None of the forces acting on a ball (except for the chemically
produced forces which normally maintain its fixed size) can be assumed to remain constant
for very long and such changes are presumably responsible for the ball under discussion
hitting the ground. Thus, my model would explain the observed damage by asserting that
the ball hit the ground sufficiently fast to allow parting of the surface droplets and allow the
negative charge on the plasma surface to draw the damaging current (at 3.0.107 V/m). It
would explain the earlier reported crackling noise as normal electrical breakdown of the
electrical double layer. Such sounds are not uncommonly reported.
If I have understood the facts as described, there seems no evidence for the ball
having gradually lost its charge to the air. Since the ions surrounding the ball are believed
to be very heavily hydrated (and sometimes held very firmly in place) we would expect the
loss of charge to be rather slow - especially as the surface of the ball and the space charge
would normally have the same sign - until the field inducing thundercloud moved away). Of
course, if this interpretation is correct, the floor damage tells us nothing about the magnitude
of the net charge on the ball. It would simply confirm the expectation (Turner, 1998) that this
charge was positive as was the space charge and the floor’s surface charge. The inside of
the double layer, as part of the central plasma, will always be negatively charged.
I would be grateful if you could try to obtain replies, from the authors and witnesses,
to all my implied questions. Most important would be concrete reasons for thinking that my
interpretation of the event is wrong. I realize, of course, that the arguments presented could
sound unnecessarily complicated. However, they are based on what has been gradually
learned about ball lightning over the last 250 years.
Yours sincerely, David J. Turner.
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Response from Dr Keul
Dear David Turner,
Thank you for your letter of May 28 concerning the Keul and Carbognani IJMet
paper. I found it very interesting and it opens an important discussion. Please accept
my apologies for answering it late which was not caused by ignorance but by a trip and
subsequent “mail jam”. I share your general position that it is not enough to collect plenty
of cases and - from time to time - extract a highly condensed statistical analysis eliminating
details valid for theoretical considerations.
To sum up the points you discussed in detail in your letter of May 28, you suggested
a) to obtain additional data on whether cigarette smoke or dust could have been involved in
the sudden BL “explosion”;
b) to ask the witness about the BL diameter after the “explosion”;
c) to clear up the question of an upward discharge causing the laminate floor traces;
d) to make sure whether the formulae given by Carbognani were printed correctly.
I have sent your May 28 letter to the author of the Short Communication, Albino
Carbognani, and ask him to reply directly to the questions summed up shortly as d) here. I
ask him to send his reply to David Turner, Sam Hall [Editor] and me.
As I already planned to make a telephone call to Mr.Urschel to check for possible
late medical or psychological effects, I am glad to have the interesting, theory-based points
raised by David Turner [summed up as a) and b)]. I will make a phone call within July and
report the answers immediately to you, the IJMet editor [Sam Hall] and Albino Carbognani.
With regard to the part of your letter where you deal with the “explosion” (actually,
the witness had conceptual problems to deal with the incident, since electromagnetic,
sound and heat effects happened but the object did not really explode, i.e. vanish, so I put
“explosion” in inverted commas), I have to add that the reported size of the object was 15-18
cm first, then it seemed to “inflate” to 25 cm in front of Urschel’s face and “explode”. Even if
he was in a state of shock, it seems logical to me to ask him whether he saw a size variation
due to the explosion, even if this might be difficult to guess because the object moved on
quickly (the whole episode only took several seconds, he said). I will ask him whether he
has the memory that the object moved away in the same size it had first when it came into
the room or it rather kept the “inflated” size.
Since I did not try to get the damaged laminate for laboratory examination - this
would mean to remove the plank and pay the witness or a craftsman for substitute material
and work - I have only the photograph of the damaged floor surface. According to the traces
visible on the photograph, Mr. Gugenbauer told me that this looks like an upward discharge
because of the sharp black dot. I will ask Mr. Gugenbauer about the “sharpness” of his
deduction, i.e. whether as an expert witness, he is sure that the damage has no other
explanation. As I am planning a telephone call to the main witness, we could also decide
beforehand whether it seems necessary and worthwhile to ask him to remove this laminate
plank and cut out the relevant area for laboratory inspection.
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With two open sides of the laminate floor piece, the discharge pattern would be easier to
reconstruct.
You have not asked in your May 28 letter why no field investigation has been made,
but I want to comment on this point. The simple reason was that to travel to Saarbruecken
is a long-distance two-day trip requiring personal ressources which I did not plan to spend
for an interesting single case but rather for Austrian BL research as a whole.
Thank you for your motivated and painstaking analysis of the Ramstein case - I
wish BL research more in-depth discussions on “cornerstone” cases - and be so kind to give
a rather quick reply whether I should try to get the laminate trace piece or not. As I said, I will
keep you and IJMet informed on the progress being made.
Yours sincerely
Alexander Keul.       
David Turner’s response
Dear Dr. Keul,
Thank you for your encouraging reply to my enquiry regarding the
Ramstein BL. I look forward to hearing any further details you can discover.
You made a valuable suggestion relating to any information still retrievable from
the floor. I would simply suggest that we first take advice from Mr. Gugenbauer. If there
is a good chance that the total charge passed might be estimated from a direct physical
examination, then taking the section up would be of great value. How one balances the
scientific need with the domestic inconvenience and cost, would then have to be decided.
Anyway, provided that Mr Gugenbauer thinks that valuable information should be
retrievable, perhaps the next step would be to arrange to obtain an estimate for the removal
and replacement of the relevant section of floor. I do not know how your BL work is funded,
but mine is entirely funded from my pension. I would therefore suggest investigating the
possibility of a grant from some well known organization, such as the Royal Society, for the
relatively small sum involved. I believe that the RS still does make small, one-off grants. Also
support from such an organization can encourage BL research to be taken more seriously.  
Sincerely,
David Turner

ABOUT LETTERS:
This interesting discussion regarding the Ball Lightning paper: KEUL, A. G. (2007) An indoor
ball lightning event in Germany. Int. J. Meteorology, UK, 32, 5-11, will continue in the next
issue of the IJMet.
All letters, small, or detailed such as these are very much welcomed to the Editor.
Please do send to: editorial@ijmet.org
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TORRO THUNDERSTORM REPORT FOR
THE BRITISH ISLES: SEPTEMBER - NOVEMBER 2009
By BOB PRICHARD
SEPTEMBER
This was a very quiet month; it would have been just about the quietest September
on record if it had started a day later!
A vigorous showery southwest to westerly airflow covered the country on the 1st;
thunder accompanied some of the showers, with widespread thunderstorms, squally winds
and local hail during the afternoon and early evening over the West Country, the Midlands
and east and northeast England. At West Rainton (County Durham), lightning struck the
roof of a petrol filling station as a man was filling up his car. He escaped without serious
injury, but was left ‘stunned’ by the incident; ‘the force of the bolt was unbelievable’. During
the 2nd, a deep depression moving northeast into the country brought heavy rain to many
districts; a clap of thunder was reported as its cold front crossed the Guildford area in the
evening. Another blustery, showery day followed on the 3rd, and there may have been
isolated thunder.
The only other reports of thunder come from the night of the 19th/20th from a
few places in the southeast, which, whilst a weak cold front was moving southeast across
the British Isles, lay on the northwestern edge of a large low pressure area that had given
torrential rainstorms to parts of southern Spain and the south of France. It had been a
warm day in the southeast with sunny spells, but a few small, heavy showers gave isolated
thunder during the late afternoon and evening. Towards midnight, a few larger areas of
heavy rain developed (giving 27 mm at Forest Hill, south London), with one or two further
reports of thunder.
OCTOBER
Like September, this was a very quiet month, with very few reports of thunder.
On the 6th, it broke out over the Vale of Pickering in mid-afternoon and continued
across to regions between Scarborough and the Humber in a marked convergence zone as
warm, but occluding, air from the south approached a cold frontal zone edging down from
Scotland. A brief bright spell over north Lincolnshire just behind the occluding front had sent
the temperature up to 21 °C and was undoubtedly a factor in the further development of
already heavy convective rain that had moved across from Snowdonia. Much further north
– in much colder air - isolated thunder may have accompanied squally showers around the
north coast of Scotland in the afternoon. There was thunder briefly next evening on Jersey
in a shower; the waving cold front – which soaked southern Britain that day – had not yet
reached the Channel Islands and the temperature had earlier registered 20 °C on Jersey.
On the 9th, as another wave on it passed northeast close to the southeast coast late in
the day, heavy rain in the extreme southeast in the late afternoon and early evening was
accompanied by isolated thunder.
After an anticyclonic mid-month, the weather turned unsettled again around the
20th, and with low pressure over and to the west of Ireland on the 22nd, there was thunder
in a few of the showers in the south, especially near a trough over southwest Wales in
the afternoon and southeast England (especially mid-Kent) in the evening; the Dover/
Folkestone area was again affected on the 23rd.
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Thunder affected parts of the coast of northeast Ireland and southwest Scotland on a cold
front around the middle of the 29th, there was isolated thunder from medium-level instability
near Nottingham on the evening of the 30th, and thundery showers crossed Ireland during
the morning and early afternoon of the 31st.
NOVEMBER
The very cyclonic/southwesterly nature of this month ensured plenty of thundery
activity over the seas to the south and west of Britain, invading exposed coastal areas and
occasionally tracking inland, especially across southeast England. Thunder was heard on
four days in several places in southern England and south Wales, with the most widespread
activity coming on the 14th and 22nd. However, away from our more southerly and westerly
regions, most places were thunder-free.
The first reports of thunder were not typical of most of those this month, as isolated
thunder accompanied a cold front that crossed from the west during the first half of the
3rd – but only over the eastern sector of England. There were also one or two tornadoes
associated with this front over southern England. The 4th was very showery in the west and
southwest, but with only a little thunder. However, lightning caused damage in two separate
thundery showers at Braunton (near Barnstaple): in the late morning, it struck the roof of the
sports hall of Braunton school, setting off fire alarms and damaging the telephone exchange.
Pupils and staff were evacuated. A few hours later, an 80-foot tall horse-chestnut tree was
struck; it fell across a river and damaged a restaurant on the opposite bank. During the 7th,
an area of low pressure transferred south-eastwards from Ireland into continental Europe,
and heavy showers moved eastwards through the English Channel during the afternoon
and evening with thunder affecting some adjacent coastal areas. On the Channel Island of
Sark, lightning damaged electrical supplies and many telephones were disabled for several
days. A northeasterly airflow on the 8th brought some heavy showers and isolated thunder
to the coasts of east and northeast England. A showery southwest to westerly airflow gave
a little thunder late on the 12th in the west, especially over southern and western Ireland.
The 13th was an interesting day (perhaps as befits a Friday the 13th!) Ostensibly,
a warm front was edging northwards into southern England ahead of a depression
approaching from the southwest – not normally a scenario for thunder. But minor ripples
running east-northeast along the front altered its character, and within its rain areas were
convective components which gave some very heavy downpours and a little thunder to, for
example, south Cornwall and the south London area in mid-afternoon. A vigorous secondary
depression tracked eastwards across southern Britain during the 14th. There were thundery
showers through the Irish Sea (lightning damaged two houses at Douglas on the Isle of
Man) and over parts of southwest England in the morning and across southeast England
during the day, especially the morning. There were some lively storms: one in particular
tracked from Warlingham (Surrey) to Benfleet (Essex) between about 08:30 and 09:30
(Clark, 2010). Many cloud-to-ground lightning strokes were reported at Warlingham, 15
mm diameter hailstones from Darenth (near Dartford) and large hailstones from Stanfordle-Hope, near Benfleet - where the storm was very active and included a tornado. A tornado
was also reported from Lowestoft, which lay on the extended track of this storm. Lightning
struck a garden shed, blowing the door off, at Crawley (West Sussex). Thundery showers
again affected parts of the south coast at night, and there was renewed activity briefly
around 06:00 on the 16th over west Surrey just ahead of a cold front that was crossing the
area from the southwest. In the following blustery southwest to westerly airflow, there was
some thunder in west Wales later on the 16th, and again here and in western Ireland on the
17th.
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Another vigorous showery southwesterly airflow brought thunder over the weekend
of the 21st/22nd. It was reported from southwest England and Irish Sea coasts that evening
and night, and from some other parts of southern England from the early hours of the 22nd
through to the middle of the day, with isolated later reports from Wales and Ireland. A lightning
strike at Finchley Central station (north London) just before midday resulted in a multiple
signal and track circuit failure suspending London Underground services in the area. On the
23rd, a little thunder accompanied heavy rain as a small frontal depression moved east into
Lincolnshire and as its cold front crossed East Anglia and Kent in the early afternoon. There
was also a report of a tornado at Littleover (Derbyshire) on the depression-track. From late
on the 24th through to the 27th, thunder accompanied a few of the numerous showers near
southern and western coasts. An airliner was struck by lightning shortly after take-off from
Leeds on the 25th as a line of heavy showers moved in from the Irish Sea around midday:
it diverted safely to Manchester. Ball lightning was reported from Hastings early on the 26th
(Powell, 2010).
There was a general ‘preference’ for weekend thunder this month, and the last
one (28th/29th) did not disappoint, as a deep depression moved northeast into southwest
Britain. There were one or two thundery outbreaks in the southwest (notably at Plymouth)
during the afternoon and evening of the 28th, and thunder affected several districts over
southern England and the south Midlands throughout the 29th.
REFERENCES
CLARK, M. (2010) Doppler radar observations of a tornadic supercell thunderstorm over southeast
England. Int. J. Meteorology, UK, 35, 4-21.
POWELL, D. (2010) Ball lightning at Hastings? Weather, 171.

MONTHLY COMPETITION
JULY’S QUESTION OF THE MONTH
YOU COULD WIN...
An Xplorer2 (pictured) courtesy of www.skyline-technologies.co.uk
One year’s free subscription to the IJMet
A copy of Roy Bedford’s book: ‘Yesterday’s Weather’
Just answer the following question correctly!*
The “Blizzard of the Century” occurred in parts of the USA in 1975. Nearly 60 people died
as the storm brought more than 2 ft of snow and wind gusts of 80 mph. The storm closed
several roads for more than 10 days. When in 1975 was this storm? Approximate days
and correct month necessary.
* When you have the correct answer, record it and wait until the final question in December’s
issue of IJMet before sending in your entries. Any incomplete entries will not be valid. Winners will
be announced in the January 2011 issue of the Journal after all entries which contain the correct
answers will be placed in a box - an independent judge will pick out the winner’s name. For further
information please visit our website www.ijmet.org or email us. GOOD LUCK!
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THIS MONTH 35 YEARS AGO: JULY 1975
To mark the 35th anniversary of the International Journal of Meteorology we continue the
series of short items about the weather of the corresponding month 35 years ago.
High pressure dominated the weather during the first week of July 1975; a
thundery depression moved slowly across the country during the second week; a westerly
spell followed in the third week; and high pressure returned in the last week of the month,
although occasional fronts continued to affect the north. Many areas were warmer, sunnier,
and drier than usual for July, the main exceptions being the far north of Scotland and the east
coast of England, where temperatures were near normal. It became very warm at times,
especially in the southeast, where temperatures reached 30 °C or higher towards the end
of the month (32.0 °C at Bromley, London, on the 30th); and night minimum temperatures of
18 °C were reported from several places on the 14th and 31st (although on the latter date
there were also reports of temperatures falling close to freezing in the Scottish Highlands,
on the other side of a cold front separating the tropical air in the south from much cooler
polar air in the north).
Despite the generally rather dry weather, the thundery nature of the rain led to
localised heavy downpours at times; and there were also some large orographic falls during
the westerly spell in mid-month, the most remarkable of which was 155.3 mm at Honister
Pass, in the Lake District, in the 24 hours from 0900 GMT on the 22nd (following 65.3 mm in
the previous 24 hours). Heat thunderstorms broke out in the afternoon of the 4th over east
Wales and the west Midlands, where daily rainfall exceeded 50 mm at several places (64.3
mm at Weaste Sewage Works, Manchester); and widespread and prolonged thunderstorms
affected southwestern counties during the night of the 7/8th, giving falls of more than 60 mm
around Dartmoor (88.3 mm at Harrowbarrow). During the following week many other areas
had thunderstorms, sometimes heavy: at Inverbeg, by Loch Lomond, 104.9 mm fell on the
14th, and at Wiseton, in Nottinghamshire, 31.5 mm was reported to have fallen in just 15
minutes on the same day; hailstones 3-4 cm in diameter were reported in the Midlands. The
second half of the month was less thundery, but at the very end, on the evening of the 31st,
thunderstorms returned to central southern England, producing rainfalls of more than 60
mm locally in Hampshire, including 96.0 mm at Medstead. Some places in eastern England
recorded a total of eight days with thunder this month.
Five tornadoes are on record for this month, but all appear to have been fairly
weak. The first was in the Severn Estuary on the 8th; the next two occurred on the 17th,
one on the Grand Western Canal in Devon, the other near the Snake Pass in Derbyshire;
and the last two were in Scotland - near St Boswells (Roxburghshire) on the 18th, and at
Carnoustie (Angus) on the 22nd.
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Figure 7. Intensity of the
Mascarene high at 850 hPa over
the box (30°S-40°S, 50°E-90°E).

Figure 9. Intensity of the heat
low at surface over the box
(18°N-40°N, 40°E-80°E) during
June and July 2004.

Figure 14. The monsoon deep
depression of June 2004 as
seen in analysis and forecasts of
T80L18.

Send us your weather stories from 1975! You can write to:
IJMet Editorial Office
PO Box 972
Thelwall
Warrington
WA4 9DP
United Kingdom
Or email your stories to editorial@ijmet.org!

Figure 15. The monsoon deep
depression of September 2004 as
seen in analysis and forecasts of
T80L18.
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